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Above chaos and beyond all human and universal duality lies the Heart of God.

Your Father, child, calls you to transform the laws of the Earth, which are fruit of the human
degeneration; He calls you to transform what is the natural condition of humanity for many. Do not
believe that the current human condition is non-transformable. Believe in the mystery of the Heart
of God, which is beyond everything humanity knows and expresses.

Look at the Firstborn Son of your Creator Father: He must not ever be an exception for you. He is
the spike of a spear of which you make part; a spear which breaks the structures of the old mankind
and establishes a new life, a life that expresses the true essence of the human creation. Christ is the
spike of the spear and His Father and Lord is the hand that supports and directs it, in order that its
goal be exact and his path, right.

Feel your heart as part of this Plan, part of this divine spear in the Hands of God, which must be
strong and needs to break the structures of an old being. Feel that, above all, this spear trespasses
and crosses your own heart, your soul and your spirit and, transforming all that you are, makes you
part of the establishment of the New.

Persevere, my child, and do not fear.

Let everything be broken and be transformed within you. Offer your heart to God as the first
transformed part of this human consciousness. May your redemption be the first symbol of the
triumph of God in this world.

Do you fear, but be firm. Let God send this spear to its target and, with a Love that is beyond all
human understanding, transform this world.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


